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Beacon brings people with ability to provide personalised services to people who are in need of                
services. The application is built with the intention of providing a platform for service providers               
and seekers to find each other. The consistent global demand for personalised services is the               
underlying idea of the application.  
 

 
      Fig.1 Conceptualization of Beacon’s idea 

  
VISION 
 
The primary objective is to bridge the gap between service providers and service seekers.              
Beacon aims at utilising technology to help cater real life needs. The needs can vary from                
something as simple as running errands for people to something specific like tutoring. It also               
focuses on providing a social network for people to efficiently manage and save time and share                
talent. The application indirectly creates a distinction between professionals and amateurs. So            
this gives amateurs a chance to build their portfolio on a platform where the competition from full                 
time professionals is minimal. For the first phase of the application, we are focussing on creating                



the platform specifically for tutoring. The scope of the application can be extended to include               
more service categories in the future. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are a few applications out there in the market that provide services but none of them are                  
focused entirely on tutoring, dynamic and real time. TaskRabbit for example is an online service               
that lets users hire handymen to clean and do other household chores. Upon using the               
application we found out that the prices were extremely high (up to 40$ an hour) and the                 
procedure to hire a handyman was elaborate. Upon further searching the internet for such              
similar services we discovered that there is not one single platform that enables users to               
request for personalised services pertaining to tutoring.  
 
The following figure compares Beacon with other similar applications and points out specific             
features that make Beacon standout from the competition. 
 

 
Fig 2. Comparison between Beacon and other applications 

 
 
KEY SELLING POINTS 
 
Beacon will have features that ensures quality service by providing certain incentives. 
 
Tip Matching: Tipping is widely practiced in every business. Beacon takes advantage of this              
and matches the tip given to the service provider based on their rating. For example a service                 
provider who received a 5 star rating will get 5% tip match while someone who gets 4 stars                  
might get 3.5% tip match. This feature pushes the service provider to provide better service.               
The tip matching is not just restricted to the rating but can also include the quality of that                  
particular task and other factors. 
 
Rate Negotiation: None of the user applications in the market gives user the freedom when it                
comes to paying for the service they received. However Beacon allows users to negotiate              
prices. If they feel a service provider with a lower rating is charging more than what is necessary                  
the user can request for a lower price and it is left to the service provider to accept or reject.  



 
Real Time Location Service: Beacon makes sure that the users have the flexibility to choose               
when they want to provide service. This gives the service seekers real time information about               
potential service providers by translating each provider’s status as availability in real time. This              
is where it is different from eBay and other similar applications where users post their ads and                 
people can look up to know about the services.  
 
Individual User Profiles: Beacon lets the service providers create an online profile for             
themselves which is accessible by service seekers. This helps the seeker to make a more               
informed choice for selecting the service provider. 
 
SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS 
 
Since the application lets anyone register and connect to various people, we plan to implement               
several safety features that ensures the application does not bring harm to anyone. The              
application in the future will implement methodologies to verify a new user’s credibility to ensure               
safety for the already existing customers. The safety measures will be applied across all              
features such as privacy of personal information, privacy pertaining to user location, curtailing             
illegal activities and secure card transactions. Also, any personal contact information for the             
service provider, like Email Id or phone number, would only be shared with the service seeker                
on provider’s consent. 
 
USER PROFILES 
 
In general,the application has two categories of users:  

● Personal Service Providers (PSPs) 
● Personal Service Seekers (PSSs) 

 
In general, personal service providers can be people with real expertise in the field or anyone                
who is looking to gain some hands on experience. It could also just be people willing to help                  
with something they have an interest in while they earn doing what they like. For the current                 
version of the application, the target users are college students and industry professionals with              
the right expertise to provide tutoring services.  
 
In general, personal service seekers are customers who need affordable services at their will.              
They might lack the expertise or the time to do certain tasks which might not need a real                  
professional. In this version of the application, the target users are again college students who               
might have a problem understanding something, students who need help learning something for             
an exam. Students who need assistance in building something that may not be their major field                
of concentration. One such example is a computer science team looking for a mechanical              
engineer to build a robot arm. This can also include industry professionals who might need help                
learning something that is new and might want to incorporate that in their work. 
 



USER SCENARIOS 
 
Personal service seeker scenario: 
It is the finals week. I have taken up Intro to Programming. I need someone who has experience                  
in programming to teach me for an hour. I open Beacon as i sit in the library and see that there                     
are several PSPs within 1 mile radius who are willing to teach me programming at less than $10                  
an hour. I block one of the PSPs based on his past rating and select a time on the app to meet                      
up and learn programming. 

Personal service provider scenario: 
Roger is a chef in a 24/7 restaurant. He works the 7PM shift. Roger is looking to use his time                    
during the day more effectively and earn a little more. He wants to try his hands at something                  
different from his usual cuisine at work. But he is not finding the right platform to showcase his                  
expertise and find customers. Roger opens Beacon and posts that he is ready to cook in the                 
day for personal needs and the following day he gets requests and Roger is happy to provide                 
help and more importantly gain experience while doing something he is passionate about.  

REQUIREMENT GATHERING PLAN 

We plan to use the following techniques: 

● Interviewing to help us understand user’s pulse and identify real pain points. This will              
also help us in understanding users app usability expectation. 

● Survey setup in different locations like workplace, college etc. This would help us study             
user reactions to application features. 

● Storyboarding to help us understand the application’s role in different use cases. This             
will help in making the app more user centric and cater to user’s requirements. 

 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

We intend to use MEAN stack for developing a web version of the application.  

● Technology: MEAN Stack  
○ MongoDB: Database 
○ Express JS: Routing 
○ AngularJS: Front-end 
○ NodeJS: Server 

● Software Methodology: Agile (Scrum)  
● Future Scope: Mobile and watch versions 


